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IS PRE-ASPIRATION AN ADVANCING SOUND 

CHANGE IN ABERYSTWYTH ENGLISH? 

pre-aspiration often originating in a process of degemination 
(Clayton 2010) 
  

[pɪt:ɪ] > [pɪhtɪ] > [pɪtɪ] 
 

 consonantal lengthening/gemination in Welsh English (e.g., Wells 1982) 

 

 pre-aspiration present in WE of various parts of Wales 

 

 Is pre-aspiration closely related to the consonantal 
lenghtening in Aberystwyth English, possibly through 
a process of degemination? 

 what is the conditioning of closure duration and pre-
aspiration? 

 vocalic conditioning of pre-aspiration in this presentation 
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red circles 

recordings showing pre-

aspiration 

 

question mark 

recording not showing 

pre-aspiration 

 



DEFINING & MEASURING  

PRE-ASPIRATION 

 A period of voiceless friction preceded by a sonorant, typically a 

vowel, and followed by a voiceless obstruent, typically a plosive. 

 

 

In Aberystwyth English, pre-aspiration before voiceless obstruents  

 plosives 

 fricatives 

 affricate 

 obstruent+obstruent clusters 

 

 only vowels + voiceless plosives in the analyses to follow 
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METHODOLOGY & DATA 

 six female native speakers of Welsh, also 

proficient in English 

 born and bred in Aberystwyth 

 for four both parents from Ceredigion, if not 

Aberystwyth itself 

 ABE37 (mum Wrexham); ABE24 (neither parent)  

 

 age span: 

 two 60-90  (90, 72yrs) 

 two  35-60  (54, 48yrs) 

 two 35-18   (32, 28yrs) 

 



METHODOLOGY & DATA 

 

o disyllabic and monosyllabic words with a post-tonic /p/, /t/, /k/ 

o each type three tokens, two in a carrier sentence  

       Say ___ once. 

o desirable combinations: bap, bat, back; lapper, latter, lacquer 

o 550-600 tokens per speaker   
o except for one (ABE37  monosyllabic glottaliser) 

 

o dependent variable = duration of pre-aspiration 

 

o independent variables 
phonological  phonetic 

o vowel height   F1 

o vowel length    vowel duration 

o vowel backness  

 
 

 



METHODOLOGY & DATA: 

GLOTTALISATION & PRE-ASPIRATION   
 

 only non-glottalised items 

 very few with the exception of ABE37 (categorical 

glottaliser in monosyllables) 

 

 items with ambiguous glottal activity excluded 

 

 speakers below 25 challenging because of the amount 

of glottalisation not infrequently co-occurring with 

pre-aspiration or unusually long glottal friction 

 periodic creak 

 aperiodic creak 

 glottal stop 

 

ABE45, ABE50 excluded 

from this talk 



PHONOLOGICAL VOWEL BACKNESS  

 phonological analyses done with  

 /ɪ/ ~ /ʊ/ in monosyllables 

 /æ/ ~ /ɒ/ in monosyllables and disyllables 

 Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum Test 

 

 no significant differences between /æ/ ~ /ɒ/ 

 status of /æ/ unclear  

 

 no significant differences between /ɪ/ ~ /ʊ/  

 possibly due to a low number of /ʊ/ tokens 

 

 Will measurements of F2 reveal any conditioning 
by backness? 



PHONOLOGICAL VOWEL HEIGHT 

 

high:   /ɪ/, /ʊ/ 

mid:  /e/, /ʌ/ 

low:  /æ/, /ɒ/  

 

 Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum Test 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 individual analyses based on phonological height showed that 
within front vowels, there is a significant difference in 
pre-aspiration duration based on phonological height 
 

 this is the case for all six respondents 
 

 the same linear pattern (with one exception) 

 
 

/ɪ/ vs /e/ significant 

difference for the vast 

majority of speakers and 

contexts 

 
*not for ABE37 

*not for ABE31 in disyllables 

*for ABE14 only in monosyllables in 

isolation 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 individual analyses based on phonological height showed that 
within front vowels, there is a significant difference in 
pre-aspiration duration based on phonological height 
 

 this is the case for all six respondents 
 

 the same linear pattern (with one exception) 

 
 

/e/ vs /æ/ 
- a lot of variation 

- ABE24, ABE37 no difference 

- ABE14, ABE33 in disyllables in a 

carrier sentence only; but ABE33 in 

monosyllables in isolation the opposite 

relationship 

- ABE31 in a carrier sentence only 

- ABE12 not in monosyllables in 

isolation 



HEIGHT OR DURATION? 

 a possible confound with vowel duration since high 

vowels intrinsically short  

 reported in Gordeeva & Scobbie (2007) 

 

 Vdur & pre  many results not significant 

 only one speaker shows consistent positive 

correlations (ABE33; r = 0.28-0.61) 

 three speakers show positive correlations of various 

degrees in disyllables 

 ABE24 (0.46-0.49); ABE14 (0.27), ABE37 (0.19) 

 with the exception of one speaker (ABE33), it 

does not seem duration is a confound  



HEIGHT OR DURATION? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

zero values possibly 

skewing the results 

for some speakers, 

but it seems the 

correlations would 

be weaker without 

the zero values 



PHONOLOGICAL OR PHONETIC HEIGHT? 

Prediction: 

 F1 of /æ/, /e/, /ɪ/, but also of /ɒ/, /ʊ/, and /ʌ/ should 

correlate with the duration of pre-aspiration if pre-

aspiration is conditioned by phonetic height. 

 

Methodology:  

 F1 taken in the midpoint of the vowel 

 manual corrections based on F1, F2, F3 values 

 items with too whispery phonation excluded from 

further analyses 

 



PHONOLOGICAL OR PHONETIC HEIGHT? 

 Spearman correlational test within each vowel phoneme 

too few significant results  no answer! 

 

 F1 normalised - Nearey (formant intrinsic) 

 speakers merged  more results that are significant 

 

 graphical results from the two statistical tests 

comparable 



PHONOLOGICAL OR PHONETIC HEIGHT? 

 

When testing each speaker separately  
 

 for each vowel separately 
 

 results often not statistically significant  
 

 where significant, fairly weak correlations between F1 

and duration of pre-aspiration (ABE14, ABE12) 

 

 these do not always make sense (the lower the /i/, the 

shorter the pre-aspiration; while the lower the /a/, the 

longer the pre-aspiration) 

 

  



PHONOLOGICAL OR PHONETIC HEIGHT? 

 

After normalising and merging the speakers 
 

 for each vowel separately 
 

 

 more results that were significant 

 always positive correlations 

 fairly weak (r = 0.11 – 0.23) 

 only within /e/, /æ/, /ɒ/, and /ʊ/ 

 

 no moderate or strong correlations between F1 and duration 

of pre-aspiration 

 

  



PHONOLOGICAL OR PHONETIC HEIGHT? 

  

either indicating a 

noticeable correlation 

(not too strong) 

or no correlation 

at all, yet a strong 

cluserting around 

fairly specific 

values 



PHONOLOGICAL LENGTH 

 /ɑ:/ ~ /æ/, /o:/ ~ /ɒ/ 

 monosyllables only 

 (tokens with /ɾ/ discarded, e.g. /hɑ(:)ɾp/) 

 

 ABE37 excluded (monosyllabic glottaliser) 

 Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum Test 

 

Predictions: 

 If pre-aspiration is a phonological unit of weight, it will not occur 
with V:  
 in Welsh, V: do not occur with C: (supposedly) 

 as observed in Icelandic 

 as can be inferred if pre-aspiration should be a different realisation of 
gemination 

 

 If pre-aspiration does occur with V: (i.e. it is not a unit of weight), it 
will be shorter following V:  
 tendency towards syllable timing  

 possibly the fact that gemination in Aberystwyth English is not phonological. 



PHONOLOGICAL LENGTH 

 

 pre-aspiration occurs with V: in every speaker 

 

 ABE12, ABE24: significantly shorter after V: in 

each pair 

 ABE33, ABE31: significantly shorter in /ɑ:/ ~ /æ/, 

but only in a carrier sentence 

 ABE14 no conditioning by phonological length 



SUMMARY:   

VOWEL HEIGHT & IMPLICATIONS 

 height within front vowels is a significant factor 

 results tentatively suggest phonological height rather than 
phonetic height is a factor 

 number of zero values and merging all the speakers could be 
problematic 

 

 pre-aspiration ≠ vowel devoicing? 

 vowel devoicing usually affects high Vs  
 (e.g., Hasegawa 1999 - Japanese; Hayes 2001 – Québécois French; Rodgers 1997 – 

English & German)  

 part of the consonant?  

 rarity of breathiness on its own? 

 

o phonological height a factor in other languages and 
varieties  
 (Scobbie & Gordeeva 2007 - Scottish English; Helgason 2003 – Faroese; Nance and 

Stuart-Smith 2013 – Scottish Gaelic; Stevens & Hajek 2004 – Italian ) 

  physiologically conditioned?  



SUMMARY (TBC) 

vowel length 

 pre-aspiration does not seem to carry a unit of 
weight/mora based on the fact it occurs with V: 

 

vowel backness 

 does not seem to be a factor 

 F2 measurements? 

 

vowel duration 

 a confound for one speaker (ABE33), but not on the 
whole 

 perhaps individual vowels show different behaviour 
in this regard? 

 



CONCLUSIONS: 

PRE-ASPIRATION AND CONSONANTAL LENGHTENING 

 Preliminary analyses show pre-aspiration and 

consonantal lengthening are complementary  

 in terms of height? 

 in terms of the pre-aspiration being consonantal 

 in terms of the consonantal conditioning 

 

 the question of allophony remains to be answered 

 

suggestions, comments, advice 

more than welcome 
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